Abstract. We present extensions to the GRJunction computer algebra program, which allow the study of null boundary surfaces and thin shells in general relativity. We summarize the null formalism due to Barrabès and Israel and highlight those steps which differ from the timelike/spacelike cases. GRJunction has been used to verify a number of results from the literature. We then present two new results calculated with the aid of GRJunction. These are the junction of two Kerr-Newman solutions at a non-horizon straddling null shell in the slow rotation limit and the exact junction of two Kerr-Newman solutions at a horizon straddling shell.
Introduction
Null shells and boundaries have applications in general relativity including their use in the study of black-hole interiors, limits on the gravitation radiation from cosmic strings and thinshell wormholes (see, e.g., [1] [2] [3] ). In a previous paper [4] we described a computer algebra tool for evaluation of timelike and spacelike thin shells and boundary surfaces in general relativity using the Darmois-Israel [5, 6] formalism. We have now extended GRJunction to cover the null shell formalism as presented by Barrabès and Israel in [1] (hereafter BI). In this paper we briefly outline the null formalism and the additions required to the software. The software is described in detail in the GRJunction manual, which also contains examples of its use. (The software, manual and examples are available free of charge from our web site [7] .) We then describe two new results calculated with GRJunction. We study two new lightlike (LL) shell constructions: a non-horizon straddling LL shell separating two Kerr-Newman solutions (in the slow rotation approximation) and a horizon straddling shell which exactly joins two Kerr-Newman solutions.
Formalism
The null junction formalism is described in detail by BI and we adopt their notation here. They describe a formalism which allows the null case to emerge as a limit of a general treatment of the timelike case. In what follows we specialize their notation to the lightlike case. Briefly, we are considering a spacetime M 1 , which is divided into two regions by a null surface . We take one of these regions, which we label M + , and join it to a region M − , which is a portion of a spacetime M 2 , likewise divided into two regions by a surface . We take ξ i as the coordinates on which has the degenerate intrinsic metrics g + ij as specified in M 1 and g − ij as specified from M 2 . For the junction to be possible we require [g ij ] = 0 ([X] = X| + − X| − ) which is the statement that the intrinsic geometry of the surface as defined in M 1 and M 2 be identical. M ± have metrics g ± αβ and coordinates x α ± (we use Greek indices for objects in M ± and Latin indices for the subspace ). The surfaces in M + and M − will have the parametric form x α ± = x α ± (ξ i ) and will have the basis vectors e α (a) | ± = ∂x α ± /∂ξ a . Since the surface is null, the normal vector n α satisfies
(where we use a · b to denote g αβ a α b β ). For a null surface, the normal to the surface is also tangent to the surface and hence does not convey information about the way in which the surface is embedded in the 4-space. For information about the extrinsic curvature of the surface in M ± we require a transverse vector (i.e. a vector not tangent to ) N α . Extrinsic information is now contained in K ij defined as
Clearly there is a degree of choice in N α and hence K ij is not unique. One of the key contributions of BI is the recognition that
can be a 3-tensor, and not depend on our specific choice of N α , provided we make the 'same' choice of N α in M ± . More precisely, we require
This ensures the N α are correct up to overall sign. We regard (4) as additional junction conditions which must be satisfied. By convention, the sign of N α determines which portion of M 1 becomes M − and which portion of M 2 becomes M + (N α always points away from M − and towards M + , see e.g. [4, 6] ). Note that for null shells the notion of 'inside' and 'outside' the shell is better described by indicating whether the region being joined is to the past or future of .
There are both extrinsic and intrinsic approaches given by BI for determining the stress energy of the LL shell. Neither of these is entirely algorithmic and each of them requires additional input beyond the specification of n α and N α . This is the key difference between the LL and non-LL case. The stress energy of a non-LL shell can be determined algorithmically once the n ± α are known. Nevertheless, GRJunction can play an important role in facilitating the calculations and allowing the user to verify that the junction conditions are satisfied.
We now present the extrinsic and intrinsic procedures given by BI and identify the steps at which additional information must be specified by the user. In both cases we assume the junction conditions [g ij ] = 0 and (4) have been satisfied and N α chosen appropriately in M ± .
Extrinsic prescription
Here we review briefly the BI prescription for finding the extrinsic stress energy S µν of a light-like shell.
(i) Choose which of M ± we wish to calculate the stress energy for and hence select one of x α ± as the coordinate system for what follows.
(ii) Calculate γ ab and then construct a 4-tensor which has γ ab as its projection on . Call this tensor γ µν . (iii) Evaluate S αβ given by BI as
where
Step (ii) is not algorithmic. Nevertheless, GRJunction can assist the user with the calculations of γ ij and allow the user to explicitly enter a γ αβ and then verify that this does give the required values when projected onto the surface. The package can then evaluate (5).
An intrinsic formulation
The intrinsic stress energy S ab is uniquely determined by γ ab . However, the computer implementation of this step also requires additional input from the user. Once again we can provide support in GRJunction to relieve the user's calculation burden.
As Barrabès and Israel point out, the principle issue in their intrinsic formulation is raising indices on γ ij to get S ab . Since null surfaces have a degenerate metric, the inverse metric is not defined. Indices are raised by using g ab * , which is defined by g
The 3-vector l a is determined by decomposing the normal vector in terms of the (oblique) basis {N α , e α (a) }:
and this gives (transvecting by e α(a) ) l a = 0. The resulting g ab * is determined only up to a factor of 2λl a l b for arbitrary λ (λ is the affine parameter of the null generator of ) and hence it cannot be determined algorithmically. The junction package therefore requires that the user specify a choice of g ab * and l a and allows verification of (8) and (9). (In the special case of spherical symmetry the degenerate 2-metric has a diagonal 2 × 2 block and in some cases we can determine g ab * as the inverse of the 2D block surrounded by zeros. The junction package allows the user to designate this case and then performs the required operation).
Once g ij * and l a have been specified and checked, the intrinsic stress energy of the shell is given by
Note that while a vector field l a appears in this definition of S ij , this is not a phenomenological description of the stress energy, but one in terms of the extrinsic curvature analogous to the timelike/spacelike definition
The extrinsic stress energy in M ± can be defined in terms of
While somewhat more algorithmic, this approach requires that the user determine l a and g ij * and provide them as additional inputs.
A comment on the stress energy of null shells
Both the intrinsic and extrinsic definitions of stress energy depend linearly on the null generator of , n α . This is explicit in (5) . The dependence in (10) enters by way of l a , which depends directly on n α via (9) . The null generator is unique only up to a linear transformation of the affine parameter. Consequently, the stress energy of a null shell is unique only up to overall scale. This can be seen directly from the definitions or explicitly in the calculation in section 5.1.
To eliminate this non-uniqueness, Barrabès and Israel define a stress energy tensor in the enveloping spacetime as
where is defined by = 0 and the normal is determined from via n ν = (1/α)∂ ν (which defines α). The resulting stress energy tensor T µν does not depend on the scale of n α as can be verified by direct substitution of (5) into (12) .
Note that two observers who use equivalent surface definitions which differ by a scale factor (e.g. 1 and 2 ) still cannot meaningfully compare values for T µν until they relate their choices by
Junction package additions
We outline here the changes that were required to include null shells in the junction package. Specific details of definitions added and the form of user input required can be found in the manual for the package [7] . The specification of a surface (via the command surf) now allows the user to enter explicitly the covariant or contravariant components of the 4-vectors n and N and the intrinsic vector l. If the intrinsic 2-metric has a 2 × 2 non-zero block then the user can choose to let the software invert this block and pad it with zeros to form g ij * . More generally, the user can enter g ij * as part of the surface specification or at a later time. The package then allows the user to evaluate all of the equations described in section 2.
Verification examples
We have used the junction package to verify a number of specific examples in the literature (table 1) . These verifications are too bulky to reproduce here and are available as Maple worksheets or postscript files from our web site [7] . All other examples in the literature that we are aware of which determine the intrinsic stress energy are special cases of the general analysis found in BI. For such special cases we can either begin with the particular spacetimes or use the more general spherical forms given by BI, calculate S ij and then substitute into the general form. (6) and (7) to RN black hole [2] σ , P in [2] RN black-hole σ, P Horizon straddling evaporation [2] equation (17) shell
Non-spherical shell
New results

Joining Kerr-Newman solutions along a non-horizon straddling shell
Here we present the use of the junction package to determine the intrinsic stress energy of a LL shell separating two Kerr-Newman (KN) solutions in an order a expansion. We consider the KN metric M 1 with a single null coordinate u (ξ = +1 outgoing, ξ = −1 ingoing), which to order a is
We join this metric to another KN metric M 2 (with parameters A, M and Q) along a surface of constant u(U ). We take coordinates (r,θ,φ) on and define the surface in M 1 as
and likewise in M 2 . The φ transformation ensures we transform to the co-rotating or ZAMO frame and eliminates cross terms in the intrinsic metric. The resulting intrinsic metric is
What follows applies to both M 1 and M 2 . We take the normal vector as
and choose the transverse vector
(so if ξ = +1 then M 2 is to the future of M 1 ). We then determine that to order a N · e (a) = (−ξ, 0, 0) (19)
and so our choices of N and n will satisfy the junction conditions provided that ξ + = ξ − . We take l a = (ξ n r , 0, 0) and then choose
and verify that l a = 0 and (8) is true. Now we can evaluate the intrinsic stress energy of the shell using GRJunction. The non-zero components are (dropping the tildes)
S rφ = − n r ξ
The factor of n r demonstrates that for null matter S ij is unique only up to a scale factor governed by the degree of freedom in specifying the normal.
To perform the identification φ − = φ + , we require that
be continuous across . Hence ma = MA and q 2 a = Q 2 A so that S rφ = 0. The result is a pressure-and flux-free shell to order a. This resulting density is the same as that of a spherical LL shell separating two static spacetimes and to order a the angular momentum does not alter the phenomenology of the spherical case. Note that this example does depart from the spherical example in that the transverse vector requires three non-zero components.
The case in which the LL shell is located on the horizons of the KN solutions requires m = M and q = Q to order a and hence at this order the only case is the trivial no-shell case. However an exact treatment is possible as we now demonstrate.
Joining KN solutions along a horizon straddling shell
The junction of two Kerr-Newman (KN) solutions along a fixed radius, timelike shell has been given by Lopez [9] . This construction relies on taking two KN spacetimes with different parameters (M + with [M, a, Q] inside and M − with [M +m, a, Q+q] outside) and making the identification x α + = x α − at . This is possible because KN has three parameters but stationary 2-surfaces of constant r and t (in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates) are governed by only two parameters [10] . Roughly speaking, the construction is accomplished by joining two KN solutions of the same 'oblateness'.
The Lopez restriction to ensure [g ij ] = 0 is that the shell be located at the fixed radius
This condition can be used on the event horizon, but to determine the properties of the null shell we must make use of the null formalism. To facilitate this we work with the KN spacetimes in coordinates (u, r, θ, φ) where u is an outgoing null coordinate. We take M + to the future of the LL shell. First we must find vectors n and N such that the remaining junction conditions are satisfied. We begin by considering a metric of the form
We use GRJunction to determine the form of the equations
and solve for the components of N using Maple. We find that 
Using KN and checking the limit a → 0, q → 0 we have N α = (0, 1, 0, 0) which agrees with BI.
The next step is to determine the normal vector. Since the equation of the surface is obviously : r = r 0 , the normal vector defined by n ν = α −1 ∂ ν with α = 1 is n α = (0, 1, 0, 0).
Next we must ensure
which is satisfied when (27) is used. All junction conditions are now satisfied. Next we determine l a and g ij * . The components of l a are determined to be (n u , 0, n φ ). We then use a general 'inverse metric' with no mixed θ terms and evaluate (8) . Once again we have four unknowns and five equations. Using four of the equations we can determine the components of g ij * and then verify that the remaining equation is satisfied on the horizon for a KN solution. The resulting components of g ij * are moderately large and we do not give them here. g ij * reduces appropriately in the spherical limit. We have now determined all the quantities required to exactly join KN to KN along a horizon-straddling LL shell and evaluate the intrinsic stress energy.
Using (10) we determine that on the horizon the stress energy tensor is of the form
where the specific components are moderately complicated †. If we take m, a and q as small then to third order in these parameters the components of S ij are 
At higher order θ dependence does appear in S uφ . A physical interpretation of these components requires a phenomenology, but the degenerate metric on complicates this. (Recall the null generator l a is non-zero but l a = 0). We prefer instead to refer to the null flux seen by a geodesic observer crossing the horizon. This observer with velocity v α given by [11] has constants of motion (E, L, Q, µ) (see the appendix). We do not expand the v θ component fully and instead leave it in terms of √ to ensure that the following approximations do not result in undefined radicals. We define the null flux seen by a timelike geodesic observer crossing the horizon to be σ = T µν v µ v ν with T µν given by (12) . In this case we have : r − r 0 = 0 and α = 1. The general expression is again somewhat lengthy. We present here the density for the case of an observer with µ = 1 passing through a shell which has the KN solution to the past of with parameters [M + m, Q + q, a] and a KN to the future of parametrized by [M, Q, a] and for which q, a and m are small. Keeping terms up to third order in m, a and q, we find a modestly lengthy expression for σ which appears in [13] . We give two specific instances of this result here. In the case where the timelike observer has L = 0, the density observed when crossing the shell is
. For an observer who crosses the shell at θ = π/2, the observed density is (where we have used
and v r is given by (A2) evaluated at r = r 0 and τ = 0 corresponds to when the observer crosses the shell).
Recall that (27) must be used to express, e.g., m = m(M, q, Q, a). The general value of σ is obviously valid only for those geodesic observers who reach the shell. Furthermore, observers who reach the shell are limited in the range of θ which is accessible for a given set of (E, Q, L) (see, e.g., [12] p 348). A geodesic congruence of observers with the same constants of motion who cross the shell at different values of θ will determine that the distribution of σ as a function of θ is symmetric about the equatorial plane only if the congruence has p θ = 0 (p is the observer's 4-momentum).
where ρ 2 = r 2 + a 2 cos 2 θ (A5)
The constants of motion are (E, µ, L, Q). Q can be related to the theta momentum by
From these equations we can see that when θ = 0 or π the equations for v θ and v φ give undefined velocity unless L = 0.
